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Better Trades Coach – Robert Roy



Neither Freedom Management Partners  or any of its personnel are registered broker-dealers or investment advisers.

I will mention that I consider certain securities or positions to be good candidates for the types of strategies we are discussing or 

illustrating.  Because I consider the securities or positions appropriate to the discussion or for illustration purposes does not mean 

that I am telling you to trade the strategies or securities.   Keep in mind that we are not providing you with recommendations or 

personalized advice about your trading activities.  The information we are providing is not tailored to any particular individual.  Any 

mention of a particular security is not a recommendation to buy, sell, or hold that or any other security or a suggestion that it is 

suitable for any specific person.  Keep in mind that all trading involves a risk of loss, and this will always be the situation, regardless 

of whether we are discussing strategies that are intended to limit risk.  

Also Freedom Management Partners’ personnel are not subject to trading restrictions.

I and others at Freedom Management Partners could have a position in a security or initiate a position

in a security at any time. 
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TRADING JOURNAL

Get acquainted with your trading habits! Review your trading practice, monitor your decision-

making patterns and control your emotions.

Have you ever reviewed a past trade and wondered what happened? Nothing else can save you 

the time and effort of self appraisal like a trading journal.

Getting familiar with your trading habits is essential to success. Record keeping is critical to 

running an efficient business and a journal can improve your performance far more than you 

might ever have imagined.

If you have ever made a trading decision in a moment of excitement and you were sure you were 

making the best deal only to discover it was a huge mistake, keeping a journal will help.

A trading journal is used to help you understand why you behaved in a specific manner, and so 

improve your approach in future. Keeping a trading journal helps you understand your 

motivations, and become a better trader.



TRADING JOURNAL

1. Plan your entry and expected exit, know when and why your are entering the trade.

2. Enter the trade after  deciding on your stops and exits without emotion involved.

3. Manage your trade making sure you have a valid reason to stay in the trade based on 

the current information.

4. Exit in stages or all at once as you planned at the beginning.

5. Learn from a review of the trade and the success of your actions.

6. Profit from the entries in the journal. This record is your classroom.
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